
NAME:
?ue: ÍridaY, Søptømber l Sth
MORA - LA/SS: 15 points

Summer Areak lmagery - "9ring me back t0 summer!"

First Draft: Focus on one small moment of your summer break and write a descriptive paragraph that brings itto LIFE for

tn. 1..u04 Try to appealto the S senses (sight, scent, touch, sound, taste). A paragraph consists of, at least, S sentences'

Refined Second Draft: Strengthen your writing by replacing some of the language you used in the first paragraph with more

colorful and vivid tanguage, Üse specific nouñr, i¡uio veror] colorful adjectives and words with feeling, Think of it as a two

minute video rather than a snapshot! @



CHOOSE SPECIFIC NOUNS

Some nouns are general (car, house, animal) and give the reader only a fuzzy picture. Other nouns are specific
(minivan, cabin, skunk) and give the reader a much clearer, more detailed picture. V"ry specific nouns can make
your writing clear and colorful.

Examples:

woman Ö writer 0 Lois Lowry
monument Ö national monument ö Statue of Liberty
food Ösnack food Ð popcorn

CHOOSE VIVID VERRS

Use vivid, action-packed verbs to make your writing lively and interesting. For example, the vivid verbs
surveyed, glared, observed, spied, and inspected all say more than an overused, ordinary verb such as looked.
Avoid using the "be" verbs (is, are, was, were) too often. Many times a better verb can be made from another
word in the same sentence.

Examples:

A "be" verb: Rosa is a persuasive speaker in debates.
A stronger verb: Rosa spcaks persuasively in debates.

CHO OSE COLORF'UL A TI.TF' CTTVF'S

Use specific, colorful adjectives to describe the nouns in your writing. Strong adjectives make the nouns you
choose even more interesting and clear to the reader. Avoid adjectives that are used so frequently thatthey carty
little meaning.

overused adjectives: neat, big, pretty, small, cute, fun, bad, nice, good, dumb, great, andfunny,

Use adverbs when you think they can help describe the action in a sentence. For example, the adverb "barely"
clarifies the action in the following sentence: "We barely squeezed through the subway door before it slid shut."

CHOOSE WORDS \ryITH F'EELTNG

Thc words you include in your writing should not only be specific and colorful, but they should also have the
right feeling or connotation. Let's say you are writing about a particular dream. If this dream happens to scare
you every time you think about it, you can't simply call it a dream. Nor can you call it a fantasy or a vision or an
omen. Those words don't have the right connotation. You're talking about a nightmare. That's the word with the
right feeling.

Don't settle for just any old word - find the word with the right meaning and feeling


